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In gauge theories with SSB fermion mass term is written as   

where             is a function of the VEV of Higgs field     
The interaction of physical Higgs field       with fermion is expected 
to be provided by  

and the Yukawa interaction of       with      is given as          

For instance, in the SM 

We discuss “anomalous interactions”  as  a characteristic prediction  
of Gauge-Higgs Unification (GHU)    
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In GHU,                           has a physical meaning as  
Wilson loop (AB phase):  

Circle : non-simply-connected 
（５D） 

extra 
dimension 

 4D 

radius R　 

⇒ 

Wilson - loop (Abelian case) 
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Thus we expect physical observables have periodicity in H   

, just as what happens in the quantization condition of 
  magnetic flux in super-conductor :  

(N.B.)   Effective potential of       is a typical example: 
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Also for fermions masses, we will find for light quarks,   

: non-linear in h  ! 

: even vanishes for                                      !  

This kind of anomalous Higgs interaction has been pointed out 
(in R-S 5D space-time and for  SO(5) x U(1) model)  by     
 Y. Hosotani,  K. Oda, T.Ohnuma, Y. Sakamura, P.R.D78(’08)096002;   
 Y.  Hosotani and Y. Kobayashi, P.L. B674(’09)192    
      ⇒　Higgs may be dark matter  !   
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However, the Yukawa coupling should be linear in     as in SM: 

After the replacement                         free lagrangian is given as  

In fact, for  M = 0 (heavy quark)  m(v) is linear in v:     

quark mass 
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At the first glance there seems to be contradiction.  
(Our purpose) 
 ・To understand how these two “pictures”  (“non-linear or　 
　 linear”) are reconciled each another in simple setting:  
　 SU(3) model on flat 5D space-time  

The minimal SU(3)  (×SU(3)c )  model  on  

The mass eigenvalues for d quark (1 generation only) are given by 

periodicity 
For  light quarks                 , zero-mode mass is approximated as   

: trigonometric & exponential suppression 



 How to reconcile two pictures ?  

After the replacement                         ,  the operators of 4D 
mass & Yukawa coupling   

is written in a matrix form                                 

: physical quark states (including  
  KK modes) 

in the base of KK modes   

where 

: diagonal mass matrix 

:  linear in h  

: matrix to denote linear Yukawa coupling  
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 (N.B.)  
・                     (non-linear in  h, in general) is the  
    eigenvalue for the whole matrix  
  ,whose eigenstates are  h-dependent                    
  ,  not    

・Non-linear interactions of  h obtained from 　　　　　　    are 
  in the base of                   , not  in the base of                 .    
    ⇒　may cause some difference in their predictions ?   

・          cannot be diagonal (in general), since if it were  
   diagonal,                     would  be linear in h.  

⇒　Two pictures (non-linear or linear) are not contradictory 
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How the vanishing Yukawa coupling  for  light quark                               
at                                can be reconciled with           ? 

(wisdom in  perturbation theory of quantum mechanics) 
  At 1-st order of perturbation H’, the energy shift  
is given by                     
   ⇒　Treating             as a perturbation,             should 
be given by the diagonal element of         :            

We calculated the both and confirmed they just coincide.  
Especially, when                               ,         is completely off-
diagonal.   
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Then what about  the interaction with d quark, which is quadratic 
in h  (                     )  ?  

quantum mechanics (2nd order perturbation) tells us:     

⇒ 

On the other hand, direct calculation of Feynman diagram by use 
of  off-diagonal Yukawa couplings                 provides             

In the limit         
, by use of 
both coincide  

Non-zero KK 

Zero mode 
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(N.B.)  
・This may be reasonable, since                     is obtained   
  regarding h  as a constant  field (            ).  
・On the other hand, when Higgs mass and/or       become 
comparable with the compactification scale 1/R,  two pictures  
provide different predictions.  
・There still may appear some difference between two approaches  
  (at higher orders of perturbation ?)  even for vanishing      , 
reflecting the difference 
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Anomalous Higgs interaction  
Anomalous Yukawa coupling of h with zero-mode d is  
well approximated by the formula    

(N.B.)  
In the “decoupling limit”　 

SM prediction is 
recovered.    

We also have found anomalous gauge interaction of zero 
mode gauge bosons, which acquire masses from VEV,     
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H parity 

At the extreme case,                  (diagonal) Yukawa coupling  
vanishes and Higgs becomes rather stable   ⇒　dark matter ?    

This suggests the presence of “parity” under which Higgs is odd 
while other 0-mode particles are even. 
 ⇒　H parity   
   (Y. Hosotani, M. Tanaka, N. Uekusa,  P.R. D82 (2010) 115024)  

Question 
・What symmetry in our model corresponds to H parity ?  
・Is it meaningful ? It seems to be broken by the VEV 
of        :   
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⇒  

However,  Wilson-loop 

is invariant for  

(N.B.)  
 However,  for              ,  SU(2) x U(1)  ⇒  U(1) x U(1)        
(Kubo,  L., Yamashita, (’02) )        　 　        　　　　　　　    


